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SUMMARY

Cortical computations are critically reliant on their local circuit, GABAergic cells. In the hippocampus, a large
body of work has identified an unprecedented diversity of GABAergic interneuronswith pronounced anatom-
ical, molecular, and physiological differences. Yet little is known about the functional properties and activity
dynamics of the major hippocampal interneuron classes in behaving animals. Here we use fast, targeted,
three-dimensional (3D) two-photon calcium imaging coupled with immunohistochemistry-based molecular
identification to retrospectively map in vivo activity onto multiple classes of interneurons in the mouse hip-
pocampal area CA1 during head-fixed exploration and goal-directed learning. We find examples of preferen-
tial subtype recruitment with quantitative differences in response properties and feature selectivity during
key behavioral tasks and states. These results provide new insights into the collective organization of local
inhibitory circuits supporting navigational and mnemonic functions of the hippocampus.

INTRODUCTION

Local circuits throughout the mammalian brain are composed of

relatively homogeneous populations of glutamatergic principal

cells and numerically fewer but highly diverse gamma-aminobu-

tyric acid (GABA)-releasing interneurons (INs). Although cortical

functions are thought to be primarily carried out by excitatory

cells, GABAergic inhibition provided by INs has been shown to

be indispensable for a range of elementary cortical computa-

tions (Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Tremblay et al., 2016; Fish-

ell and Kepecs, 2020).

Much of our current knowledge about cortical INs comes from

decades of investigations in the mammalian hippocampus. Pio-

neering studies have uncovered an astounding anatomical,

physiological, developmental, and molecular diversity of hippo-

campal INs and parsed them into distinct cell types in each hip-

pocampal region (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Klausberger and

Somogyi, 2008; Pelkey et al., 2017; Booker and Vida, 2018). To

date, there has been an unprecedented characterization of the

IN populations that constitute hippocampal region CA1,

revealing several organizational principles of local circuit

inhibition. First, excitatory input-output transformation in CA1

pyramidal cells (CA1PCs) is under strong inhibitory control by

feedforward and feedback inhibitory circuits (Pouille and Scan-

ziani, 2001, 2004; Lovett-Barron et al., 2012). Second, subpopu-

lations of CA1 INs inhibit specific subcellular compartments of

CA1PCs, such as the axon initial segment, soma, and different

dendritic domains (Buhl et al., 1994; Freund and Buzsáki,

1996; Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008; Bloss et al., 2016). Third,

these IN subtypes are differentially modulated during hippocam-

pal network oscillations, thus organizing the release of GABA

onto pyramidal cells (PCs) in both space and time (Klausberger

et al., 2003, 2004; Somogyi et al., 2013). Finally, subpopulations

of INs preferentially innervate other INs (Acsády et al., 1996b;

Gulyás et al., 1996; Chamberland and Topolnik, 2012), as well

as distant brain regions via long-range projections (Jinno et al.,
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Figure 1. AOD-Based Two-Photon Imaging in Three Dimensions and Interneuron Subtype Identification

(A) Left: experimental setup. VGAT-Cremice injected in CA1 with a rAAV to express GCaMP6f in all interneurons run voluntarily on a treadmill. Right: schematic of

3D chessboard scanning on the basis of fast AOD imaging.

(B) Left: 3D rendering of an in vivoCA1 z stack, 8003 8003 450 mmfield of view. Green cells are GCaMP6f-expressing interneurons. Middle: XY-orthoslice of the

z stack. Right: confocal image of a 75-mm-thick horizontal slice from the same brain after fixation. Cells in slices can be found in the in vivo z stack (white contours).

(C) Post hoc immunohistochemistry is performed on horizontal slices using a combination of markers, and cells are assigned a subtype among parvalbumin

basket cells (PVBCs), somatostatin-expressing cells (SomCs), bistratified cells (BiCs), axo-axonic cells (AACs), cholecystokinin-expressing cells (CCKCs), Ivy/

neurogliaform cells (IvCs/NGFCs), or unidentified cells.

(D) Example time-averaged images of 200 simultaneously recorded interneurons.

(E) Relative GCaMP fluorescence (DF/F) traces from molecularly identified interneurons from (D).

(legend continued on next page)
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2007; Caputi et al., 2013; Katona et al., 2017; Francavilla et al.,

2018; Christenson Wick et al., 2019).

Although these features of inhibitory circuit organization

collectively point to specialized behavioral functions for IN

subtypes in the hippocampus, this long-standing hypothesis re-

mains largely open, as little is known about the in vivo activity dy-

namics of identified INs in behaving animals. This knowledge

gap stems partly from the limited ability of traditional electro-

physiological techniques to study the in vivo population-level ac-

tivity dynamics of identified INs, as they are either too low

throughput or unable to molecularly or morphologically identify

the recorded cells (Dupret et al., 2013; English et al., 2017, Klaus-

berger et al., 2003; Varga et al., 2012). Similarly, more recent

one- or two-photon (2p) imaging approaches in Cre-driver lines

are typically limited to one or several imaging planes and broad

classes of INs (Arriaga and Han, 2017, 2019; Sheffield et al.,

2017; Turi et al., 2019). An optimal strategy would offer moni-

toring of the collective activity dynamics of all INs in large tissue

volumes in vivo in combination with post hoc multiplexed char-

acterization of the recorded cells, as has been implemented in

the neocortex (Langer and Helmchen, 2012; Kerlin et al., 2010;

Khan et al., 2018). As a step toward a comprehensive character-

ization of inhibitory circuit dynamics in the behaving mouse

hippocampus, here we combine acousto-optic deflection

(AOD) microscopy-based three-dimensional (3D) calcium imag-

ing (Katona et al., 2012; Szalay et al., 2016) with post hoc,

multiplexed fluorescence immunohistochemistry to record

simultaneously from populations of molecularly defined INs

throughout all CA1 strata during spatial navigation, learning,

and sharp-wave ripple (SWR) events during quiet wakefulness.

Our results demonstrate the validity and utility of this approach,

as they largely confirm previous findings in cases for which

similar data are available, extend previous findings in cases for

which existing data are hampered by small sample sizes or a

lack of subtype-specific information, and provide several novel

insights about IN subtype dynamics during behavior.

RESULTS

Fast, Targeted In Vivo Calcium Imaging in 3D and Post
Hoc Molecular Identification of CA1 INs
To obtain large-scale functional recordings of CA1 INs, we per-

formed 3D AOD-2p calcium imaging following virus injection in

dorsal CA1 of VGAT-Cre mice to express the genetically en-

coded calcium sensor GCaMP6f in all INs. Then, we implanted

a cannula window over dorsal CA1 and trained mice to run

head-fixed on a treadmill. We used AOD-2p microscopy to

rapidly target small frames in three dimensions surrounding INs

located within an 800 3 800 3 500 mm volume (total of 3,626

INs in 16 mice, 226.6 ± 27.3 INs per mouse, mean ± SD) from

the CA1 stratum oriens/alveus border to the stratum lacunosum

moleculare and imaged them simultaneously at a rate of 4–5 Hz

during behavior (Figures 1A, 1B, 1D–1F, and S1). Post hoc immu-

nohistochemistry was then performed in fixed brain slices, and

the molecular identity of imaged INs was retrospectively deter-

mined by registering confocal images to in vivo 2p stacks (Fig-

ures 1B, 1C, and S1). In the first set of experiments, we focused

onCA1PC-targeting INs by using a combination of fivemolecular

markers (STAR Methods; Figures 1C and S1) to identify six sub-

sets of INs that account for �80% of the total IN population in

CA1 (Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013). These included three types of

parvalbumin (PV)-immunopositive INs: basket cells (PVBCs),

axo-axonic cells (AACs), and bistratified cells (BiCs). In addition,

three broader groups included somatostatin (SOM)-expressing

cells (SomCs), which comprise oriens lacunosum moleculare

(OLM) INs and long-range projecting cells; cholecystokinin

(CCK)-expressing cells (CCKCs), which contain basket and

dendrite-targeting INs; and neuropeptide Y (NPY)-immunoposi-

tive and SOM-immunonegative ivy/neurogliaform cells (IvCs/

NGFCs) (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Klausberger and Somogyi,

2008; Pelkey et al., 2017). A total of 3,129 INs were found post

hoc in the slices (195.6 ± 42.6 per mouse, mean ± SD), and

1,936 were assigned to a putative IN subtype identity (121.0 ±

28.4 per mouse, mean ± SD). The overall proportion (Figure S1)

and layer distribution of each of these subtypes was consistent

with previous studies (Figure 1F), which used detailed morpho-

logical reconstructions for cell type identification, demonstrating

the utility of our method for high-throughput recordings of

distinct IN subpopulations.

Locomotion State-Dependent Activity of Molecularly
Identified IN Subpopulations during Spatial Navigation
To characterize the relationship between the ambulatory state of

the animal and each IN’s activity, we imaged mice that were wa-

ter restricted and trained to run on a 2-m-long belt rich in tactile

cues during a random foraging task (Figure 2A). We first

computed the Pearson’s correlation between the animal’s veloc-

ity and each cell’s activity (Figure 2B) and found that the majority

of INs were positively correlated with velocity (Varga et al., 2012;

Lapray et al., 2012; Varga et al., 2014; Katona et al., 2014; Lee

et al., 2014; Somogyi et al., 2013; Fuhrmann et al., 2015; Arriaga

and Han, 2017, 2019; Francavilla et al., 2018; Turi et al., 2019)

(Figure 2C). However, we also observed that �10% of cells ex-

hibited negative correlations, present across all subtypes (Fig-

ure 2C). Negatively correlated cells were significantly enriched

in CCKCs, and nearly half of cells showed increased activity dur-

ing immobility (Figures 2B and 2C). We also found that IvCs/

NGFCswere lessmodulated by locomotion, consistent with pre-

vious results (Fuentealba et al., 2008; Lapray et al., 2012). To

examine whether the activity-velocity modulations are reflected

in ambulatory state transitions, we calculated the average run-

start and run-stop responses for each cell (Figure S2), which

further detailed the unicity of immobility-triggered activation of

CCKCs. Regardless of molecular identity, negatively correlated

(F) Left: X-Y-Z positions of molecularly identified interneurons from (E). Right: depth distribution for all interneurons (black, all INT) and molecularly identified

subtypes (n = 16mice). Depth 0 corresponds to the position of themost dorsal interneuron in eachmouse, located at the top of stratum oriens (see CA1 pyramidal

cell schematic). s.o., stratum oriens; s.p., stratum pyramidale; s.r., stratum radiatum; s.l.m., stratum lacunosum moleculare.

See Table S1 and Video S1.
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cells were significantly enriched in stratum oriens, while posi-

tively correlated cells were predominantly in stratum pyramidale

(Figure 2D), with small but noticeable differences in multiple sub-

types (Figure S2). In addition, whereas the activity of positively

correlated cells generally followed changes in velocity by up to

several seconds, the activity of negatively correlated cells was

more tightly linked in time to changes in velocity (Figure S2).

Together, these results demonstrate that locomotion positively

modulates the activity of most INs across molecularly defined

subtypes, while identifying CCKCs as constituting a significant

population of negatively modulated cells.

Decoding of IN Molecular Identity with a Machine-
Learning Approach
The ability to infer the subtype of an imaged IN from its fluores-

cence trace and other easily measured behavioral or anatomical

variables, without the need for genetic targeting or post hoc

identification, would represent a significant advance in the ability

to study IN subtypes at high throughput during behavior. As a

first step toward this goal, we developed a machine learning-

based classification tool to ask how well the molecular identity

of a given IN can be predicted from its relative fluorescence cal-

cium signal (DF/F), the animal’s velocity, and the depth of the cell

(Figure S3) (Troullinou et al., 2019). Although prediction accuracy

was well above chance for all six molecularly defined IN sub-

types, it remained suboptimal as an automated classification

approach. We found that many decoding errors resulted from

misclassification between PV-expressing INs (PVBCs and
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Figure 2. Locomotion State-Dependent

Activity of IN Subtypes

(A) Schematic of the random foraging task.

(B) Representative DF/F traces from PVBCs,

SomCs, and CCKCs. Locomotion and immobility

epochs are overlaid in orange and purple,

respectively.

(C) Pearson’s correlation coefficients of DF/F

traces and velocity (n = 134 PVBCs, 180 SomCs,

75 BiCs, 56 AACs, 44 CCKCs, and 119 IvCs/

NGFCs from n = 7 mice). One-way ANOVA (p <

10�10) with post hoc Tukey’s range test corrected

for multiple testing. Mouse averages are indicated

by the black dots.

(D) Depth distribution of all negatively (filled gray,

n = 156) and positively (empty black, n = 1,429)

correlated cells with velocity, regardless of sub-

type (n = 7 mice). Negatively correlated cells are

more dorsal in stratum oriens than positively

correlated cells, which are closer to stratum pyr-

amidale. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

on distributions (p = 0.02) and Mann-Whitney U

test on populations (p < 0.001).

See Table S1.

AACs) and between SOM-expressing

INs (SomCs and BiCs). Given these find-

ings, we next asked whether discrimina-

tion would improve by merging the

similar categories to create a four-class

problem consisting of PV-expressing

INs, SOM-expressing INs, CCKCs, and IvCs/NGFCs. The classi-

fication showed higher accuracy (64%, 71%, 60% and 59%,

respectively) (Figure S3). Overall, our findings suggest that the

broader groups of molecularly defined INs have general signa-

tures in their dynamics that can be recognized at above

chance-level accuracy by a machine-learning algorithm,

although the error rates remain too high for general use as an

automatic classification approach.

Subtype-Specific Modulation of CA1 INs during SWR
Oscillations
CA1 INs have been shown to have highly stereotyped, subtype-

specific activity patterns during SWRs, fast oscillatory events

associated with memory consolidation (Buzsáki, 2015). Howev-

er, only small numbers of identified INs have been recorded dur-

ing SWRs in awake mice (Varga et al., 2014), making it unclear

how generally these conclusions apply at the population level.

To monitor hippocampal network oscillations during imaging,

mice were chronically implanted with an extracellular electrode

placed in the CA1 region on the contralateral side to record the

local field potential (LFP) while simultaneously performing

large-scale AOD-2p imaging at an imaging rate of 40 Hz (Figures

3A–3C and S4). To quantify the SWR-triggered activation in

different subtypes, we developed a measure of modulation to

assess the percentage of SWRs during which an IN increased

its activity above baseline levels during immobility (Figure 3D).

We observed subtype-specific modulation patterns that are

largely consistent with previous reports. PVBCs were generally
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strongly modulated (Klausberger et al., 2003; Lapray et al., 2012;

Varga et al., 2014), while most SomCs were not (Katona et al.,

2014, 2017) (Figure 3D). AACs and BiCs showed prominent

bimodal profiles (Figure S4), with some cells strongly modulated

during SWRs but others remaining silent (Viney et al., 2013; Ka-

tona et al., 2014; Varga et al., 2014) (Figure 3D), with no correla-

tion with the anatomical depth of each cell (Figure S4). To inves-

tigate the differences between modulated and non-modulated

INs within each subtype, we used a clustering method to infer

the number of functionally distinct groups from the data. All sub-

types but CCKCs and NGFCs separated into two distinct

groups, suggesting within-subtype dissociations in SWR modu-

lation (Figure 3E). Across subtypes, modulation probability

values of modulated INs were similar, with slightly lower values

for AACs (Figure 3E). The fraction ofmodulated INs in each group

indicate a large proportion of previously unsuspected SWR-

modulated AACs and non-SWR-modulated BiCs (Figure 3F).

Finally, we found differences in the axial location of modulated

and non-modulated cells for SomCs and BiCs, as modulated

cells were generally closer to stratum pyramidale (Figure 3G).

These results reveal that although general trends do exist for

the responses of molecularly defined IN subtypes during awake

SWRs, there is also a previously underestimated within-subtype

heterogeneity at the population level.

Spatially Selective Activity Dynamics of CA1 INs during
Head-Fixed Spatial Navigation
Although place cells have been traditionally considered to be

principal cells (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), spatial modula-

tion has also been sparingly reported for INs, although without

rigorous subtype identification (Marshall et al., 2002; Ego-Sten-

gel and Wilson, 2007; Wilent and Nitz, 2007; Hangya et al.,

2010; Grienberger et al., 2017). Therefore, we sought to examine

spatial information content in a large sample of INs during navi-

gation (Figure 4A). We used standard shuffling procedures for

the detection of significant peaks in activity at particular regions

on the belt (Figure 4A). We found a wide spectrum of spatially

tuned INs, with some exhibiting high selectivity across laps (Fig-

ures 4B and 4H). To show that our detection methodmanaged to

identify spatially modulated cells, we trained a linear classifier to

decode the position of the animal on the basis of IN calcium ac-

tivity dynamics (Figure 4C). Although the errors of the decoded

position were largely greater than those reported when decoding

position from CA1PC activity (Figure S5), inferring the animal’s

position from the activity of the small subset of spatially selective

INs (blind of subtype, 17.5% ± 6.4% in total passed the

threshold, mean ± SEM, n = 6 mice, three sessions per mouse)

was approximately as effective as doing so from the entire IN

population (Figure 4D). Conversely, the decoding error was
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Figure 3. Between- and Within-Subtype Functional Heterogeneity during Sharp-Wave Ripples

(A) Mice are implanted with a four-channel silicon probe on the contralateral side to record LFP. Three-dimensional scanning is performed at higher imaging rates

(40 Hz) by decreasing the number of simultaneously recorded neurons (~30 cells simultaneously).

(B) Representative averaged sharp-wave ripple (SWR)-triggered spectrogram for one session.

(C) Representative LFP and DF/F traces. Red dashed lines represent the onset of a detected SWR.

(D) SWR modulation probability for each subtype (n = 122 PVBCs, 79 SomCs, 54 BiCs, 72 AACs, 16 CCKCs, and 58 IvCs/NGFCs from n = 4 mice, one-way

ANOVA, p < 0.001).

(E) Bayesian Gaussian mixture models, in which clusters are inferred from the data, show bimodal distributions for ripple modulation (modulated and non-

modulated groups) in PVBC, SomC, BiC, and AAC subtypes. Small but significant quantitative differences are seen among the modulated groups (one-way

ANOVA, p = 0.004).

(F) Fraction of cells in each inferred group (orange, modulated; purple, baseline) for the different subtypes.

(G) Comparison of the depth profiles between the modulated and baseline groups for the different subtypes (unpaired t tests).

ANOVA tests are corrected for multiple testing using post hoc Tukey’s range test. Mouse averages are indicated by the black dots. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and

***p < 0.001.

See Table S1.
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significantly greater from a subset of randomly chosen INs

(matching the number of spatially modulated INs), as well as

when the position and activity were randomly shuffled relative

to one another (Figure 4D). Although spatially selective INs

were found in virtually all subtypes, BiCs tended to have a signif-

icantly higher recurrence probability (Figure 4E). The majority of

INs had broad tuning, as measured by the selectivity index, but a

subset of SomCs and BiCs, and to some extent PVBCs, dis-

played sharper fields (Figure 4F). Place field centroids of INs

were generally uniformly distributed along the treadmill, with
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Figure 4. A Subset of Cells Show Significant Spatial Selectivity and Drive Spatial Information Content among Interneurons at the Popula-

tion Level

(A) Representative examples of spatially modulated interneurons. Red dashed lines represent the 5% and 95% confidence intervals of the shuffled data.

(B) Activity of 82 spatially modulated interneurons recorded simultaneously. Each row is a heatmap of one interneuron’s Z scored DF/F trace. Left: successive

laps are concatenated (only the first 6 laps are shown). Right: average of the entire session (32 laps).

(C) Representative example of the posterior probabilities obtained from a support vector machine (SVM) classifier used to decode mouse position from inter-

neuron activity.

(D) Top: decoding error as a function of position for four different groups. Cyan, activity from all interneurons in a given session was used for decoding. Magenta,

only interneurons detected as spatially modulated were used. Gray, activity from randomly picked interneurons but matching the number of spatially modulated

interneurons in the session. Brown, only spatially modulated interneurons but the position of the animal was randomly shuffled (n = 18 sessions from n = 6 mice).

Bottom: average decoding error for each group above. Decoding accuracy originates mainly from spatially modulated cells, although they represent only a small

fraction of all recorded interneurons (one-way ANOVA, p < 10�8).

(E) Top: fraction of spatially modulated neurons for each subtype. Light gray dots represent sessions (n = 18 sessions from six mice) and black dots represent

mouse averages. BiCs have higher fractions, but the difference is not significant from other subtypes (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.06). Bottom: recurrence probability

of spatial modulation. BiCs have a higher probability to stay spatially modulated on different sessions (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.001; n = 105 PVBCs, 145 SomCs,

50 BiCs, 39 AACs, 41 CCKCs, 111 IvCs/NGFCs from n = 6 mice).

(F) Selectivity index, quantifying the sharpness of the tuning curve, for the different subtypes. SomC have a subset of cells with sharp fields, but the mean is not

different from that of the other subtypes (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.35). Each dot represents one neuron’s selectivity index or its average over multiple sessions if

imaged multiple times (n = 40 PVBCs, 66 SomCs, 32 BiCs, 10 AACs, 7 CCKCs, 43 IvCs/NGFCs from n = 6 mice).

(G) Distribution of interneuron activity centroids along the belt. p values are derived from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov uniformity test (same n as in F).

(H) Tuning curve correlation coefficients between odd and even laps within the same session for spatially modulated interneurons, depicting the stability of the

place field. Mouse averages are indicated by the black dots. ANOVA tests are corrected for multiple testing using post hoc Tukey’s range test. Data are rep-

resented as mean ± sem. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

See Table S1.
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some observable preference in PVBCs for the seam of the belt, a

location likely providing a very salient sensory cue (Geiller et al.,

2017) (Figure 4G). In addition, spatially selective PVBCs dis-

played a significantly more stable within-session recruitment

than spatially selective SomCs (Figure 4H). Previous studies

have also reported that some INs selectively decrease their ac-

tivity in particular regions of an environment (‘‘negative place

fields’’) (Marshall et al., 2002; Ego-Stengel andWilson, 2007; Wi-

lent and Nitz, 2007; Hangya et al., 2010). Therefore, we also

examined negative spatial selectivity but did not find that it

was enriched among a specific subtype. The fraction of negative

spatially modulated cells was also slightly lower (blind of sub-

type, 12.7% ± 8.3%, mean ± SEM, n = 6 mice, three sessions

permouse) than the fraction of positive spatially modulated cells,

aswas the recurrence probability across all subtypes (Figure S5),

although these reduced numbers may originate from difficulties

in observing decreased activity with calcium sensors. These re-

sults demonstrate that hippocampal INs can represent spatial in-

formation at the population level and that a subset of INs exhibit

spatial tuning similar to CA1PCs.

We next sought to assess the stability of IN spatial representa-

tions by comparing the tuning curves of the same recorded neu-

rons at three different time points, regardless of their spatial

modulation: after virtually no delay (within-session), after 1 h,

and finally after 24 h (Figure S6). Although there were differences

in within-session stability across molecularly defined IN sub-

types, with PVBCs and CCKCs showing the highest and lowest

within-session correlations, respectively (Figures S6A and S6B),

all subtypes had similar tuning curve correlations after 1 and 24 h

(Figure S6I). Interestingly, INs located more superficially within

CA1, particularly superficially located PVBCs and IvCs/NGFCs,

were more stable within sessions, but the same trend did not

hold for 1 h correlations (Figures S6C and S6F). Tuning curve

correlations after both 1 and 24 h were significantly lower than

the within-session correlations across all IN subtypes, indicating

a general reorganization of IN spatial representations with time.

This general decorrelation is likely to reflect small fluctuations

in the relatively uniform spatial responses of INs, as only a small

subset of cells display significant place tuning. However, corre-

lations at later time points (1 and 24 h) were still significantly

higher than chance levels (a distribution in which IN subtype

identity was shuffled), indicating that INs retain a certain degree

of spatial information over time (Figure S6I). The general decor-

relation of tuning curves is 2-fold lower in INs than in CA1PC,

as reported previously under similar experimental conditions

(Danielson et al., 2016). Although it is not surprising that INs

are a highly plastic element of the hippocampal network, further

experiments can help dissect the causality of these representa-

tional drifts.

CA1 IN Activity Dynamics Rapidly Reconfigure in Novel
Contexts
As CA1PC representations have been shown to undergo remap-

ping in response to changes in the environment (Colgin et al.,

2008; Kubie et al., 2020), we next sought to assess the degree

to which IN subtypes remap upon exposure to a novel context.

To do so, mice performed the random foraging task twice on a

familiar belt (context A1 then A2) and were finally exposed to a

novel belt, decorated with a distinct set of tactile cues (context

B) (Figure 5A). At the population level, INs displayed a significant

decorrelation in their spatial tuning upon exposure to belt B (Fig-

ure 5B). This remapping could not be explained simply by the

passage of time, as A1-A2 correlations were significantly higher

than both A1-B and A2-B values, and no difference between

A1-B and A2-B was observed (Figure 5B). All subtypes, with

the exception of CCKCs, displayed a significant decrease in tun-

ing curve correlation after exposure to the novel context (Fig-

ure 5D), with no subtype-specific differences in the amplitude

of this decrease (Figure 5E). A linear classifier trained on a subset

of the IN activity could decode the context in which the held-out

test data were imaged at near perfect levels, further suggesting

that IN activity carries strong contextual information at the pop-

ulation level (Figure 5C).

Several recent studies have leveraged calcium imaging from

genetically defined CA1 INs in virtual reality systems to assess

changes in IN dynamics upon rapid exposure to a novel environ-

ment (Sheffield et al., 2017; Hainmueller and Bartos, 2018; Ar-

riaga and Han, 2019). These experiments revealed that SOM-ex-

pressing INs decrease their activity in novel contexts, while

conflicting results have been reported for PV-expressing INs.

With our treadmill apparatus, we observed a significant decrease

in IN activity for the first several laps in context B for PVBC,

SomC, BiC, and AAC subtypes (Figures 5F and 5H). CCKCs

were not modulated by the context change, while IvCs/NGFCs

displayed a small but statistically nonsignificant increase in ac-

tivity during the first two laps in the novel context (Figures 5F

and 5H). In PVBCs and SomCs, activity returned to near baseline

levels later in the session, while this appeared more gradual for

AACs and BiCs (Figure 5F). These results could not be simply ex-

plained by differences in locomotion, as the velocity remained

nearly identical across laps and between contexts (Figure 5G).

To assess whether the decrease in activity was related to the

anatomical location of each cell, we correlated the novel context

activity modulation with cell depth for each subtype (Figure 5I).

Although no statistically significant correlation was found be-

tween modulation and depth for a given subtype (Figure 5I),

INs located deeper in CA1 were generally less modulated by

the context change (Figure 5J), consistent with the enrichment

of CCKCs and IvCs/NGFCs in deeper sublayers. Taken together,

these results indicate that IN activity ismodulated by context and

can rapidly reconfigure upon exposure to a novel environment.

The majority of INs, including both perisomatic-targeting and

dendrite-targeting subtypes, modulate their activity in novel con-

texts via both an overall decrease in activity levels and a general

reorganization of their tuning properties. Both mechanisms

could facilitate remapping in downstream PC targets by influ-

encing the rate and place reallocation of the fields.

Reward Modulation of IN Activity during Goal-Oriented
Spatial Learning
CA1 place cell maps undergo prominent reorganization toward

rewarded locations in goal-directed learning tasks (Hollup

et al., 2001; Dupret et al., 2013; Zaremba et al., 2017; Kaufman

et al., 2020). To investigate if CA1 IN activity is modulated over

the course of spatial reward learning, we trained mice in a

goal-oriented spatial learning task, in which water-restricted
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Figure 5. Interneurons Encode Contextual Information at the Population Level and Rapidly Modulate Their Activity in Novel Contexts

(A) Mice ran in a familiar context (belt A) twice and were then exposed to a new context (belt B).

(B) Tuning curve correlation coefficients between contexts A and B (n = 1,080 cells from six mice, one-way ANOVA, p < 10�10).

(C) Context identity can be reliably decoded using a SVM classifier (n = 6 mice).

(D) Correlations between A1-A2 (gray) and between A2-B (green) for the different subtypes (n = 74 PVBCs, 216 SomCs, 64 BiCs, 29 AACs, 19 CCKCs, 73 IvCs/

NGFCs from n = 6 mice, paired t tests).

(E) Difference (delta) between A1-A2 and A2-B correlation coefficients (same n as K, one-way ANOVA, p = 0.96).

(F) AverageDF/F during running on each lap during the last 10 laps of A2 and the first 15 laps of B. In belt B, paired t tests between the first 5 and last 5 laps (same n

as K).

(G) Top: velocity profiles during change of belt for n = 6mice. Bottom: average velocity quantification in last 10 laps of A2, first 5 laps in B, and last 5 laps in B (one-

way ANOVA, p = 0.96).

(H) Difference (delta) in DF/F between the last 10 laps in A2 and the first 5 laps in B (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.001 between groups). The decrease seen in belt B was

also assessed by testing delta to a mean of 0 (one-sample t test, p value above each bar).

(I) Depth distribution as a function of the change in activity (delta) for each subtype. Shaded areas represent bootstrapped confidence intervals.

(J) Depth distribution as a function of delta for all interneurons (n = 660 cells), regardless of subtype identity. Interneurons in s.r. are less affected by the change of

context (unpaired t tests).

ANOVA tests are corrected for multiple testing using post hoc Tukey’s range test. Mouse averages are indicated by the black dots. Data are represented as

mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

See Table S1.
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mice run on a cue-rich treadmill belt for a water reward delivered

at a fixed location on each lap (Figure 6A).Whenmice learned the

task, they displayed selective, anticipatory licking preceding the

reward zone, and their velocity decreased within the same loca-

tion (Figure 6B). We thus compared the average activity profiles

for the various subtypes at different locations along the treadmill

(Figure 6C). We observed a selective increase in SomC and BiC

activity in the area immediately preceding the reward zone, while

the activity of the other subtypes decreased in this region, as did

the animal’s velocity (Figure 6C). We quantified this increased

activity by defining a reward modulation index (RMI), a measure

of the activity in the area immediately preceding the reward zone

compared with the activity throughout the rest of the treadmill

(Figure 6D). On average, SomCs and BiCs had significantly

higher RMI values than the other subtypes, reflecting a preferen-

tial reward-related modulation (Figure 6D). More specifically,

most subtypes displayed negative RMI values, representing

decreased activity in the pre-reward area compared with the

rest of the treadmill, consistent with the animal’s lower velocity

in the pre-reward area (Figure 6D). However, SomCs and BiCs

displayed RMI values near 0, suggesting the contribution of a

specific reward-related modulation to their activity. To more

formally disambiguate the effects of velocity and position on IN

activity during the GOL task, we created a multivariate regres-

sion model (Figure S7). This analysis revealed positive weights

for the position variable immediately preceding the reward

zone for SomC and BiC subtypes, but not other subtypes, con-

firming their preferential recruitment. To analyze how IN dy-

namics are reconfigured when the reward location is changed,

we then focused on the sessions after translocation of the

reward zone. Within these sessions, mice learned to lick in the

new reward location, but often also displayed residual licking

around the old reward zone (Figure 6E). This residual licking in

the old reward zone was accompanied by increased SomC

SomC BiC
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Figure 6. SomC and BiC Subtypes Are Preferentially Modulated by Reward during Goal-Oriented Learning

(A) Mice ran to find a ‘‘hidden’’ water reward, kept in a fixed location throughout the session but changed each day (zone1 to zone 2).

(B) Top: representative histogram of licks in each position bin from one session. Blue shaded area represents the rewarded zone. Bottom: corresponding ve-

locity profile.

(C) Representative average DF/F in each position bin for each subtype. BiCs and SomCs show increased activity preceding the reward zone.

(D) Reward zone modulation index cumulative fraction (bottom) and boxplots (top). BiCs and SomCs have higher modulations than other subtypes (n = 165

PVBCs, 830 SomCs, 220 BiCs, 109 AACs, 127 CCKCs, 228 IvCs/NGFCs from n = 4 mice, one-way ANOVA, p < 10�10).

(E) Top: representative histogram of licks and (bottom) velocity profile after translocation of the reward zone.

(F) Representative BiC and SomC average activity by position bin from one session, showing traces of the old zone location.

(G) Quantification of the old zone entry shows significantly higher modulation than expected by chance (n = 314 SomCs, 103 BiCs from n = 4 mice, one-sample

t test).

(H) Quantification of old zone modulation and comparison between the first half and second half of the session. The modulation in the old zone for both BiCs and

SomCs decreases with time, while the modulation in the current reward zone increases, showing that BiCs and SomCs have remnants of the old reward rep-

resentation (same n as in G, paired t tests).

ANOVA tests are corrected for multiple testing using post hoc Tukey’s range test. Mouse averages are indicated by the black dots. Data are represented as

mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

See Table S1.
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Figure 7. ISIs and VIP+ Subpopulations Display Heterogeneous Functional Properties and Preferential Functional Connectivity with Sub-

types of Pyramidal-Cell-Targeting Interneurons

(A) Immunohistochemistry in VGAT-Cre and VIP-Cre mice. Slices from VGAT-Cre animals (n = 4 mice) were immunostained for PV, SOM, NPY, VIP, and CR.

Slices from VIP-Cre animals (n = 3 mice) were immunostained for CCK, CR, and M2R. Scale bars: 15 mm.

(B) Depth distributions of all ISI subtypes, VIP+/CR�, VIP+/CCK+, and VIP+/M2R+ neurons detected in all mice (n = 7, VGAT-Cre, and VIP-Cre pooled).

(C) Correlation coefficients between activity and velocity (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.001, with n = 6 ISI1, 27 ISI2, 69 ISI3, 20 VIP+/CR�, 18 VIP+/CCK+, and 4 VIP+/

M2R+ from four VGAT-Cre and three VIP-Cre mice).

(D) Representative mouse velocity and DF/F traces for three simultaneously recorded VIP+/CCK+, VIP+/M2R+, and ISI2 cells. The activity was corrected using a

static baseline to show the sustained or decreased activity during immobility.

(E) Top: average VIP+/CCK+ and VIP+/M2R+ response profiles (orange and purple, respectively) for all time-normalized immobility epochs across all cells. Bottom:

quantification of the difference in activity between the first and last quarters of each time-normalized immobility epoch. VIP+/CCK+ slowly decrease their activity,

while VIP+/M2R+ have a ramping and sustained activity during immobility (n = 18 VIP+/CCK+ cells, n = 4 VIP+/M2R+ cells from three mice, paired t tests).

(F) Representative DF/F traces for four simultaneously recorded ISI3 cells. Unlike other interneuron fluorescence traces, ISI3 cells show calcium transients

underlying a potential phasic firing mode such as bursts of action potentials.

(G) Top: distribution of the ISI3 cells as a function of their number of detected transients occurring during locomotion. The distribution is bimodal with cells firing

the majority of their transients either during immobility (blue, imm.) or locomotion (red, loc.). Bottom: comparison of depth profiles for immobility and locomotion-

specific groups (unpaired t test).

(legend continued on next page)
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and BiC activity in this area (Figure 6F). To quantify this effect, we

directly compared the activity change around the old reward

zone and observed a significant increase from chance level

only in SomC and BiC (Figures 6G and S7). To show that this in-

crease was the remnant representation of the old reward zone,

we split the recording session in half and observed that SomC

and BiC activity levels gradually decreased and increased in

the old and current reward zones, respectively (Figure 6H). Other

IN subtypes did not show such reorganization (Figure S7). Taken

together these results demonstrate prominent reward modula-

tion of SOM-immunopositive IN activity during goal-directed

spatial learning.

Disinhibitory Circuit Dynamics and Interactions in CA1
The experiments described above focus on INs directly targeting

CA1PCs. These INs are themselves under inhibitory control from

distinct types of IN-specific INs (ISIs), which can further be

divided into three subtypes (types I, II and III ISIs) (Acsády,

1996a, 1996b; Gulyás et al., 1996; Freund and Buzsáki, 1996;

Pelkey et al., 2017). However, little is known regarding the in vivo

functional properties of ISIs and how their dynamics relate to

those of CA1PC-targeting INs. Given that the molecular diversity

of ISIs and their postsynaptic IN targets together exceeds the

multiplexing capacity of post hoc immunohistochemistry, in the

next series of experiments we sought to use a two-step strategy

to address these outstanding questions. In a first cohort of

VGAT-Cre mice, we performed post hoc immunostaining for

vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and calretinin (CR) to

identify ISI subtypes in addition to PV, SOM, and NPY to identify

the major postulated targets of ISIs (Chamberland and Topolnik,

2012; Donato et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013; Tyan et al., 2014; Luo

et al., 2020) (Figures S1, 7A, and 7B). To characterize ISIs and

VIP-expressing populations with greater molecular resolution

and at a larger scale, in a second cohort we performed 3D chess-

board scanning in VIP-Cremice (Turi et al., 2019), which allowed

us to identify additional VIP-expressing classes: VIP+/CCK+

basket cells and a previously described IN subtype with long-

range projection targets, expressing VIP and muscarinic acetyl-

choline receptor 2 (M2R) (Francavilla et al., 2018) (Figures 7A and

7B). We observed that all ISI subtypes were positively correlated

with velocity, with the strongest and most uniform modulation

from type II ISIs (Figure 7C). Interestingly, VIP+/CCK+ INs all ex-

hibited negative velocity correlations and were more active dur-

ing immobility. These results strongly suggest that the functional

dichotomy we observe within CCKCs (Figures 2C and S1) re-

flects differences between perisomatic-targeting CCK+ basket

cells and dendrite-targeting CCK+ IN subtypes (Cope et al.,

2002; Booker and Vida, 2018). We also found that all VIP+/

M2R+ cells were activated during immobility (Figure 7C), in

accordance with previous work (Francavilla et al., 2018). Inter-

estingly, we observed further major differences between these

two immobility-active VIP+ subpopulations (Figure 7D): VIP+/

CCK+ cells transiently responded to run-stop events, but their

activity subsequently decreased rapidly, while VIP+/M2R+ cell

activity remained elevated throughout the duration of the immo-

bility epoch without decay (Figure 7D). This distinction could

represent differences in immobility-related inputs between the

two subtypes. Finally, type III ISIs exhibited different response

profiles than all other INs, with PC-like, phasic bursts of calcium

transients (Figure 7E). We next investigated potential interac-

tions between ISI subtypes and other INs in VGAT-Cre mice,

whereby we could additionally image and identify PV+ cells,

SomCs, and BiC. We found that the activity dynamics of VIP+/

CR� cells and type III ISIs, but not type I ISIs, were significantly

less correlated with SomCs and BiCs than with perisomatic-tar-

geting PV+ INs (PVBCs and AACs) (Figures 7H and 7I), suggest-

ing preferential functional connectivity between IN subtypes in

CA1 disinhibitory circuits. Together these results demonstrate

major differences in the functional dynamics of ISI and VIP-ex-

pressing subtypes and in their interactions with downstream IN

targets.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we combine cellular-resolution, fast, targeted 3D

calcium imaging and post hoc immunolabeling to record simul-

taneously from populations of molecularly defined subtypes of

INs in hippocampal area CA1 during spatial navigation, goal-ori-

ented learning, contextual manipulations, and SWR events dur-

ing quiet wakefulness. Our results support the fidelity of this

approach, as they are largely in agreement with previous findings

on CA1 IN recruitment in cases in which similar data are avail-

able. Our results also extend previous studies by separating

broad molecular class of PV-expressing and SOM-expressing

INs and by providing subtype-specific information or sufficient

sample sizes in cases in which similar data are available but

lack this information. Finally, our results provide the first popula-

tion-level description of in vivo response profiles and feature

selectivity of some major IN subpopulations implicated in regu-

lating CA1PC input-output transformation, such as CCK-ex-

pressing or NPY-expressing cells (Fuentealba et al., 2008; Klaus-

berger, 2009; Tricoire et al., 2010; Katona and Freund, 2012;

Milstein et al., 2015). Overall, while our results provide some ex-

amples of preferential subtype recruitment during behavior, they

also suggest significant similarities in the activation patterns of

many subtypes, which argues in favor of a previously underesti-

mated functional homogeneity of INs.

In summary, the group of SOM-expressing, dendrite-targeting

INs, which includes OLM (McBain et al., 1994; Sik et al., 1995)

and BiCs (Buhl et al., 1994, 1996), are strongly modulated by

locomotion and spatial learning and are themselves under

strong disinhibitory control. These results suggest a close,

(H) Representative correlation matrix between all simultaneously recorded interneurons in one imaging session. The PV+ group includes both PVBC and AAC

subtypes, as we did not perform SATB1 immunostaining in these mice.

(I) Average correlation coefficients for all ISI subtypes with PV+, SomC, or BiC neurons (n = 6 ISI1, 20 VIP+/CR�, and 16 ISI3 from four mice, paired t tests).

ANOVA tests are corrected for multiple testing using post hoc Tukey’s range test. Mouse averages are indicated by the black dots. Data are represented as

mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

See Table S1.
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bi-directional interaction of these INs with active CA1PC ensem-

bles during exploration and a major role for these INs in regu-

lating experience and learning-related reorganization of CA1PC

dynamics through flexible regulation of synaptic integration

and plasticity in CA1PC dendrites (Lovett-Barron et al., 2012,

2014; Royer et al., 2012). The second group of NPY-expressing

and SOM-immunonegative, dendrite-targeting INs, which in-

cludes Ivy and neurogliaform cells (Fuentealba et al., 2008; Tri-

coire et al., 2010; Lapray et al., 2012; Milstein et al., 2015; Over-

street-Wadiche and McBain, 2015), shows overall weaker

modulation by locomotion and spatial signals aswell as less nov-

elty-induced decrease in their activity following a change of

context. The third group of perisomatic-targeting PV+ INs, which

comprises basket and AACs (Buhl et al., 1994; Sik et al., 1995;

Klausberger et al., 2003), is strongly modulated by locomotion

signals but exhibits less dynamic reward-related modulation

and disinhibitory control, suggesting that these INs predomi-

nantly regulate behavioral state and network oscillation-related

activity dynamics of the overall CA1PC population (Cobb et al.,

1995; Bartos et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2014). Finally, vis-à-vis these

exploration- and locomotion-coupled inhibitory subcircuits,

perisomatic-targeting CCK-expressing INs seem to primarily

regulate immobility-related activity of CA1PCs without carrying

significant spatial or contextual information. Although immo-

bility-related activity is present across all IN subtypes, CCK-

VIP basket cells appear to be amajor component of an inhibitory

subnetwork within CA1 that controls PC excitability primarily

during immobility. This unique behavioral function of periso-

matic-targeting CCK-expressing INs could be further aided by

long-lasting, asynchronous, and retrograde endocannabinoid

signaling-regulated GABA release from their axon terminals

(Hefft and Jonas, 2005; Daw et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010). It re-

mains to be determined how subtype-specific differences in

excitatory and inhibitory input convergence and integration

onto IN types (Gulyás et al., 1999; Martina et al., 2000; Mátyás

et al., 2004; Lovett-Barron et al., 2012; Chiovini et al., 2014; Mil-

stein et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2020) as well as cell-type-specific

differences in neuromodulatory regulation (Freund and Katona,

2007; Varga et al., 2009; Wester and McBain, 2014) specifically

contribute to the emergence of distinct in vivo response profiles

and tuning specificity.

Our results provide a population-level landscape of SWR-

related modulation across IN subtypes, by large consistent

with previous in vivo electrophysiological studies (Klausberger

et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Lapray et al., 2012; Varga et al., 2012;

Katona et al., 2014). Our large-scale imaging approach also re-

veals considerable within-subtype heterogeneity during SWRs,

as suggested by a growing body of studies. For instance,

AACs have traditionally been considered to be silenced during

SWRs (Klausberger et al., 2003; Viney et al., 2013), although

very few cells have been recorded in awake rodents. Our obser-

vations are in agreement with a recent study reporting heteroge-

neous dynamics of AAC during SWRs (Varga et al., 2014). How-

ever, this study reported a segregation of AAC activity during

SWRs on the basis of axial location that we did not observe in

our data: within the AAC subtype, modulated and unmodulated

INs were present in both stratum oriens and stratum pyramidale.

Finally, although BiCs have been previously described as an IN

subtype activated during SWRs (Klausberger et al., 2004; Ka-

tona et al., 2014), we report here a bimodal distribution of re-

sponses. It is possible that further heterogeneity might exist

even within canonical inhibitory cell types, such as AACs, related

to differential postsynaptic targets (Taniguchi et al., 2013).

Our findings also provide further insights into in vivo activity

dynamics of disinhibitory circuits. They are consistent with an

interpretation that VIP+ ISIs, in particular type III ISIs, exert disin-

hibitory influence on CA1PCs preferentially through SOM-ex-

pressing dendrite-targeting INs and less so via PV-expressing

perisomatic-targeting INs. This confirms previous anatomical

and in vitro electrophysiological results showing that type III

ISIs preferentially innervate and inhibit SOM-expressing OLM

cells (Chamberland and Topolnik, 2012; Tyan et al., 2014), similar

to neocortical disinhibitory local circuit motifs (Lee et al., 2013;

Pfeffer et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013). We also observe prominent

differences in locomotion modulation in CCK-VIP INs and type

II ISIs. Although the origin of locomotion and immobility signals

remain unclear, the presence of strong and specific anatomical

contacts from ISI2s onto CCK-VIP INs suggest that the striking

immobility-related activation we observe in CCK-VIP basket

cells could result from this inhibitory interaction (Acsády et al.,

1996a, 1996b).

The strategy used here represents amajor advance in our abil-

ity to record the activity of multiple molecularly defined popula-

tions during behavior, but there are challenges and limitations

associated with both calcium imaging in GABAergic cells and

post hoc cell type identification. Although AOD-based 2p cal-

cium imaging allows recording of neural dynamics and longitudi-

nal tracking of the same cells in three dimensions with high

signal-to-noise ratio and speed, calcium imaging is not ideal

for measuring neural activity from fast-spiking populations, as

modulations in constantly high firing rates lead to relatively small

changes in collected fluorescence. Conversely, it is not known

whether single spikes from low-firing-rate GABAergic INs would

be visible in calcium fluorescence traces in vivo, as no simulta-

neous recordings have been performed in such subtypes, to

the best of our knowledge. Thus, heterogeneities in IN recruit-

ment observed with calcium imagingmay be due to inherent het-

erogeneities in the spike-to-calcium relationship for the different

subtypes. In addition, as with all imaging approaches in scat-

tering tissues, the ability to collect dynamic signals at cellular

resolution degrades with imaging depth, introducing a potential

bias for IN subtypes located more superficially in the hippocam-

pus. For this reason, populations of CCKCs and IvCs/NGFCs

located below the PC layer may have been less sampled than

the other subtypes. In the future, the development of photosta-

ble, genetically encoded voltage indicators compatible with 2p

population imaging might enable more detailed measurements

of IN activity (Lin and Schnitzer, 2016; Lee et al., 2017). Similarly,

retrospective, multiplexed immunohistochemistry is a robust

approach for identifying proteins within cells while preserving

their relative spatial arrangement, allowing the post hoc registra-

tion we performed here. However, antibody-based probes are

inherently constrained in their multiplexing capability and cannot

be routinely removed from tissue sections. The development of

in situ hybridization and high-throughput transcriptomics (Cem-

browski et al., 2016; Harris et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2020),
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preserving spatial information in thick tissue sections (Chen

et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018), could circumvent these issues

and enable quantitative molecular profiling of imaged cells.

Finally, the improvement of automated classification ap-

proaches on the basis of machine-learning algorithms that incor-

porate various behavioral and neural response features could

achieve high decoding accuracy scores and enable immunolab-

eling-free identification of various subtypes. These comprehen-

sive characterization efforts should be coupled with cell type-

specific manipulations to directly test for general organizational

principles related to segregated behavioral functions of inhibi-

tory circuits.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Attila

Losonczy (al2856@columbia.edu).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
Themachine-learningapproachand thedatasetareavailableonGitHubathttps://github.com/losonczylab/Geiller_Vancura_Neuron2020.

All other codes generated during this study are available upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experiments were conducted in accordance with NIH guidelines and with the approval of the Columbia University Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee. Experiments were performed with healthy, 3-5 month old, heterozygous adult male and female

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

rat anti-somatostatin Millipore MAB354

sheep anti-neuropeptideY Abcam ab6173

rabbit anti-proCCK Frontier Institute CCK-pro-Rb-Af350

chicken anti-parvalbumin Gift from Susan Brenner-Morton

rabbit anti-SATB1 Abcam ab70004

guinea pig anti-calretinin Swant CRgp7

rabbit anti-VIP Immunostar 20077

rat anti-M2R Millipore MAB367

donkey anti-chicken DyLight 405 Jackson Immunoresearch 703-475-155

donkey anti-rabbit DyLight 405 Jackson Immunoresearch 711-475-152

donkey anti-guinea pig Rhodamine Red X Jackson Immunoresearch 706-295-148

donkey anti-rat Alexa 568 Abcam ab175475

donkey anti-sheep F(ab)2 Alexa 647 Jackson Immunoresearch 713-606-147

donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 647 Jackson Immunoresearch 711-605-152

donkey anti-rat Alexa 647 Jackson Immunoresearch 712-605-153

Bacterial and Virus Strains

rAAV1-Syn-FLEX-GCaMP6f-WPRE-Sv40 UPenn Viral Vector Core N/A

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

VGAT-IRES-Cre The Jackson Laboratory Jax stock: 016962

VIP-IRES-Cre The Jackson Laboratory Jax stock: 010908

Software and Algorithms

Python 2.7 Python https://www.python.org

FIJI (ImageJ) NIH https://fiji.sc

Scikit-Learn Pedregosa et al., 2011 https://scikit-learn.org

SIMA Kaifosh et al., 2014 https://github.com/losonczylab/sima

FISSA Keemink et al., 2018 https://github.com/rochefort-lab/fissa

Machine-learning classification of subtypes This paper https://github.com/losonczylab/

Geiller_Vancura_Neuron2020
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VGAT-IRES-Cremice (Jackson Laboratory, Stock No: 016962, referred to as VGAT-Cremice) and VIP-IRES-Cremice (Jackson Lab-

oratory, Stock No: 010908, referred to as VIP-Cre mice). Both strains were kept on a C57BL/6J background. Mice were kept in the

vivarium on a 12-hour light/dark cycle and housed 3-5 mice in each cage. Experiments were performed during the light portion of

the cycle.

METHOD DETAILS

Viruses
Cre-dependent recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) expressing GCaMP6f under the control of the Synapsin promoter

(rAAV1-Syn-FLEX-GCaMP6f-WPRE-Sv40, Addgene #100833, titer: 1x1013 vg/mL, referred to as rAAV2/1:Syn(GCaMP6f)Cre) was

used to express GCaMP6f either in VGAT+ interneurons (VGAT-Cre mice) or in VIP+ interneurons (VIP-Cre mice). Because of the

high specificity of the VIP-Cremouse line for labeling VIP-immunopositive cells in CA1 (see Figure 1 in Turi et al., 2019), interneurons

labeled in VIP-Cre mice with Cre-dependent AAV were considered VIP-immunopositive in the present study.

Virus injections and hippocampal window/headpost implant
For viral injections, 2 to 4-month-old VGAT-Cremice were anesthetized with isoflurane and placed into a stereotaxic apparatus. Me-

loxicam and bupivacaine were administered subcutaneously to minimize discomfort. After the skin was cut in the midline to expose

the skull, the skull was leveled, and a craniotomy was made over the right hippocampus using a drill. A sterile glass capillary loaded

with rAAV2/1:Syn(GCaMP6f)Cre was attached to a Nanoject syringe (Drummond Scientific) and slowly lowered into the right hippo-

campus. Dorsal CA1was targeted at coordinates AP�2.2,ML�1.75, DV�1.8,�1.6,�1,4,�1.2,�1.0,�0.8 relative to Bregma, with

50-64 nL of virus injected at each DV location. After injection, the pipette was left in place for 5-10 minutes and slowly retracted from

the brain. The skin was closed with several sutures and the mice were allowed to recover for 4 days before the window/headpost

implant.

The surgical procedure for CA1 window/headpost implant has been described previously (Lovett-Barron et al., 2014). Briefly, the

injected mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and placed into the stereotaxic apparatus. After subcutaneous administration of me-

loxicam and bupivacaine, the skull was exposed, leveled, and a 3 mm craniotomy was made over the right hippocampus, centered

on coordinates AP�2.2, ML�1.75 relative to Bregma. The dura overlying the cortex was removed, and the cortex overlying the hip-

pocampus was slowly removed with negative pressure while ice-cold cortex buffer was simultaneously applied. This process was

performed until the white, horizontal fibers overlying CA1 became visible and any bleeding subsided. A stainless steel, 3 mm circular

cannula fitted with a glass window was inserted into the craniotomy and secured in place with Vetbond applied on the skull. Subse-

quently, dental cement was applied to the entire skull, and a headpost was affixed to the posterior skull with dental cement. Themice

received a 1.0mL subcutaneous injection of PBS and recovered in their home cagewhile heat was applied. Themiceweremonitored

for 3 days post-operatively until behavioral training began.

Behavioral training and paradigms
After recovery from surgery, mice were handled for several days and habituated to head-fixation. Mice were subsequently water-

restricted to 85%–90% of their original weight and trained to run on a single-fabric, cue-free belt. Mice were trained to operantly

lick and receive water rewards (water was delivered in response to tongue contact with a capacitive sensor) at random locations

along the belt. As performance improved, the number of rewards delivered on each lap decreased. After several days of training

on this cue-free belt, the mice were trained for �1 week on a 2 m long, cue-rich belt for randomly delivered water rewards. The

belt consisted of three joined fabric ribbons and included some combination of the following tactile cues: colored pom poms, velcro,

glue gun spikes, pink foam strips, and silver glitter masking tape (Danielson et al., 2016; Zaremba et al., 2017). For Random Foraging

experiments, imaging was started after mice could run approximately 10 laps in 10minutes (usually after 10-14 days of total training).

For context remapping experiments, micewere subsequently imaged for one or two sessions on a novel belt decoratedwith a distinct

set of tactile cues (Danielson et al., 2016; Zaremba et al., 2017). As the familiar belt, this novel belt was composed of three joined

fabric ribbons and some combination of additional tactile cues. However, to maximize the novelty of the new belt, both the fabric

ribbons and the tactile cues were different, and they were arranged in a unique order along the belt. For Goal-Oriented Learning

(GOL) experiments, the mice were then trained for several days in the GOL paradigm, in which a single water reward was delivered

at a fixed location each lap. Imaging was started for GOL experiments after several days of training in this paradigm; the location of

the reward was switched between each training session. For combined imaging and LFP experiments, data acquisition was started

once GCaMP6f expression was optimal, hippocampal windows were clear, and the mice were habituated to head-fixation; these

mice did not undergo additional behavioral training.

AOD-based two-photon calcium imaging
Once behavioral training was complete, and 24 hours before functional imaging, mice underwent a single imaging session consisting

of a high-resolution structural scan. This step was necessary to obtain a reference Z stack and derive the X-Y-Z positions of GCaMP-

expressing neurons. The mice were head-fixed under a custom-modified AOD microscope (Femto3D-ATLAS, Femtonics Ltd) and

anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine to reduce motion artifacts during the stack. To provide stable transmission parameters during
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chronic imaging in the entire 3D scanning volume, the AOD microscope was extended with a high speed and precision beam sta-

bilization unit which was directly attached to the AOD scan head, sensitive to input beam misalignment. The beam stabilization

unit consisted of two quadrant detectors (PDQ80A and TPA101, Thorlabs) and two broadband dielectric mirrors (Thorlabs) mounted

onmotorizedmirror mounts (Femtonics). The beam alignment was performed by the LaserControl software (Femtonics). A water-im-

mersion objective (16x Nikon CFI75) was placed above the glass window and lowered until the CA1 pyramidal cell layer was in focus.

At this stage, the objective was fixed in position and focus was subsequently adjusted using AO crystals (Szalay et al., 2016). The

laser (Coherent Ultra II) was tuned to l = 920 nm, and the reference Z stack was taken from the most dorsal position in stratum ori-

ens/alveus (150-200 mmabove the pyramidal cell layer) to the stratum lacunosum-moleculare layer (�300 mmbelow the pyramidal cell

layer) with 800x800 pixel images (X-Y resolution of 1.25 mm/pixel) every 4 mm. Laser power and photomultiplier (PMT) detectors

(GaAsP, H10770PA-40 Hamamatsu) were compensated appropriately in Z throughout the stack (power at 20-40 mW and detector

gain at 80% in stratum oriens/alveus, power at 120-150 mW and detector gain at 90% in stratum lacunosum-moleculare). After

completion, the mice were returned to their home cage and allowed to recover for 24h until the start of functional imaging.

To determine X-Y-Z positions of GCaMP-expressing neurons, the Z stack was scrolled through, and each visible interneuron was

manually selected using the integrated software (MES, Femtonics Ltd) to generate a list of 200-300 X-Y-Z coordinates defined as the

center of each cell. These points constituted the center of region of interests (ROI) used on subsequent days for functional imaging.

Each ROI was defined as a square of 40 to 50 mm2 (chessboard scan) (Szalay et al., 2016) with a resolution of 1 to 1.5 mm/px. The

advantage of the chessboard scanning method is that only neurons and small areas around the pre-selected cells are recorded.

Therefore, a high ratio of the total recording time (�20%–50%) is spent reading out information from the selected neurons. In

contrast, volumetric imaging with the same 2P excitation provides an orders-of-magnitude worse ratio for measurement time utili-

zation as the somata of INs occupy a relatively small ratio of the total scanning volume.

On each day of functional imaging, the same field of view was found using the reference Z stack and X-Y-Z coordinates were

loaded into the software to perform 3D imaging. Once all cells were in focus, 10-15-minute functional imaging sessions were con-

ducted at a frame rate of 3-5 Hz for most experiments (frame rate was dependent on ROI size and resolution). For experiments

involving contralateral LFP recordings, imaging was conducted at a higher rate (40 Hz), which restricted imaging to only 30 cells

simultaneously. During functional imaging, the laser power and detector gain were compensated based on the reference Z stack

parameters.

Silicon probe implantation, LFP recordings, and sharp-wave ripple identification
For experiments requiring simultaneous two-photon calcium imaging and LFP recordings, mice were implanted with a glass window

over the hippocampus as above, and additionally a chronic, 4-channel silicon probe (Qtrode, Neuronexus) was inserted into the

contralateral CA1 at a 45-degree angle. The probe was secured in place with dental acrylic and the mouse was allowed to recover

for several days, as above. LFP signals were recorded with a multichannel recording system (Intan Technologies) synchronized with

the AOD imaging system. The correct position of the silicon probe was confirmed by the presence of sharp-waves ripples in the data.

LFP signals were recorded at 20kHz. To identify putative sharp-wave ripple events, the raw LFP signal was band-pass filtered from

100-250 Hz and thresholded at 3 standard deviations above the mean value with a minimum duration of 50ms. All putative sharp-

wave ripple events were then manually inspected to obtain the final set of sharp-wave ripple events used for analysis.

Perfusion and tissue processing
After the completion of imaging experiments, mice were transcardially perfused with 40 mL of ice-cold Phosphate-Buffered Saline

(PBS, Thermo Fisher), followed by 40mL of ice-cold 4%paraformaldehyde (PFA, ElectronMicroscopy Sciences). Brains were stored

overnight in 4% PFA at 4�C. The next day, the 4% PFA was removed and the brains were rinsed 3x5 min in PBS. 75 mm horizontal

sections of the imaged hippocampus were cut on a vibrating microtome (Leica VT1200S) and washed 3x15 minutes in PBS. Subse-

quently, sections were permeabilized for 2x20 minutes in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich). Blocking was then performed

with 10%Normal Donkey Serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Catalog #017-000-121) in PBST (PBSwith 0.3%Triton X-100) for 45mi-

nutes. The sections were then incubated in a PBS solution containing 3 primary antibodies (see below for antibody information and

dilutions) for one hour at room temperature, followed by 2 days at 4�C. After 2 days, the primary antibody solution was removed from

the slices and the slices were washed 3x15 minutes in PBS to remove unbound primary antibodies. The slices were subsequently

incubated in a PBS solution containing a mixture of appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated to fluorescent labels (see below

for antibody information and dilutions) for 2 hours at room temperature. The sections were then washed 5x15minutes in PBS at room

temperature. Finally, sections were mounted on glass slides in Fluoromount-G aqueous mounting medium (ThermoFisher Scientific)

and coverslipped. The slides were allowed to dry at 4�C for at least one hour before confocal imaging (see below). After confocal

imaging, the slides were submerged in PBS to remove the coverslip, and the sections were removed from the slides with gentle rock-

ing. After washing 3x15 min in PBS and blocking with 10% Normal Donkey Serum in PBST for 45 minutes, the sections were incu-

bated in an additional 2-3 primary antibodies. The sections were subsequently washed, incubated in secondary antibodies, washed

again, andmounted and imaged, as in the first round of staining.We considered antibody combinations to be compatible for sequen-

tial imaging in the same fluorescence channel if they were against antigens known to be present only in non-overlapping interneuron

populations in CA1 (see below for detailed strategies).
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Immunohistochemistry (see Key Resources Table for catalog number)
In VGAT-Cre mice, three strategies were used for staining.

Strategy 1. Mice ID: TG16, TG17, TG18, TG19, BV90, TG300, TG302, TG310 (see Figure S1A)

First round primary antibodies: rabbit anti-proCCK (1:500), rat anti-somatostatin (1:500), and sheep anti-NPY (1:500)

First round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-rabbit DyLight 405 (1:300), donkey anti-rat Alexa 568 (1:300), and donkey anti-

sheep F(ab)2 Alexa 647 (1:300)

Second round primary antibodies: chicken anti-PV (1:5,000) and rabbit anti-SATB1 (1:1,000).

Second round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-chicken DyLight 405 (1:300) and donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 647 (1:300)

Strategy 2. Mice ID: TG325, TG326, TG327 (see Figure S1A)

First round primary antibodies: chicken anti-PV (1:5,000), rat anti-somatostatin (1:500), and rabbit anti-SATB1 (1:1,000)

First round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-chicken DyLight 405 (1:300), donkey anti-rat Alexa 568 (1:300), and donkey anti-

rabbit Alexa 647 (1:300)

Second round primary antibodies: rabbit anti-proCCK (1:500) and sheep anti-NPY (1:500)

Second round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-rabbit DyLight 405 (1:300) and donkey anti-sheep F(ab)2 Alexa 647 (1:300)

Strategy 3. Mice ID: TG276, BV106, BV107, BV109 (see Figure S1B).

First round primary antibodies: chicken anti-PV (1:5,000), rat anti-somatostatin (1:500), and rabbit anti-VIP (1:5,000)

First round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-chicken DyLight 405 (1:300), donkey anti-rat Alexa 568 (1:300), and donkey anti-

rabbit Alexa 647 (1:300)

Second round primary antibodies: guinea pig anti-calretinin (1:1,000) and sheep anti-NPY (1:500)

Second round secondary antibodies: donkey anti-guinea pig Rhodamine Red X (1:200) and donkey anti-sheep F(ab)2 Alexa

647 (1:300)

In VIP-Cre mice, immunohistochemistry labeling consisted of only one round.

Mice ID: TG338, TG339, TG340 (see Figure S1C).

Primary antibodies: rabbit anti-proCCK (1:500), guinea pig anti-calretinin (1:1,000), and rat anti-M2R (1: 2,000)

Secondary antibodies: donkey anti-rabbit DyLight 405 (1:300), donkey anti-guinea pig Rhodamine Red X (1:200), and donkey anti-

rat Alexa 647 (1:300)

Assignment of subtype identity based on immunostaining
Axo-axonic cells (AAC)

AACwere immunopositive for PV, and immunonegative for SATB1, SOM, NPY, and CCK (Klausberger et al., 2003; Viney et al., 2013;

Varga et al., 2014); they were thus differentiated from parvalbumin-expressing basket cells on the basis of SATB1 transcription factor

immunonegativity. Although only 2 anatomically-verified AAC have been shown to be SATB1-immunonegative in CA1 (Viney et al.,

2013; Varga et al., 2014), a larger number of identified AAC have been shown to have these molecular characteristics in CA3 (Viney

et al., 2013). In addition, recent single-cell RNA sequencing studies have demonstrated the presence of a significant cluster of PV-

immunopositive SATB1-immunonegative cells within mouse CA1, suggesting that the molecular characteristics of CA3 AAC gener-

alize to CA1 (Harris et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2020). To confirm undetectable SATB1 expression, every cell we considered to be an AAC

was re-imaged under the confocal microscope at Nyquist resolution and inspected for any evidence of nuclear immunolabeling.

Parvalbumin-expressing basket cells (PVBC)

PVBC were immunopositive for PV and immunonegative for SOM, NPY, and CCK (Sik et al., 1995; Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Klaus-

berger et al., 2003; Lapray et al., 2012; Viney et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2014; Pelkey et al., 2017). These cells were also immunopositive for

transcription factor SATB1 (Viney et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2018).

Bistratified cells (BiC)

The BiC category included all cells that were immunopositive for PV, SOM, and NPY (Maccaferri et al., 2000; Losonczy et al., 2002;

Pawelzik, Hughes and Thomson, 2002; Klausberger et al., 2004; Katona et al., 2014). Although not used as a criteria, all PV, SOM, and

NPY triple immunopositive cells with conclusive SATB1 immunoreactivity were also SATB1-immunopositive, in accordance with a

previous study (Viney et al., 2013).

Somatostatin-expressing cells (SomC)

Cells in the SomC category were immunopositive for SOM and immunonegative for CCK and PV. Cells within this category include

both OLM interneurons (Maccaferri and McBain, 1996; Losonczy et al., 2002; Katona et al., 2014; Forro et al., 2015) and long-range

projecting SOM-immunopositive cells (Jinno et al., 2007; Jinno, 2009; Katona et al., 2017). Although previous studies have shown

that OLM cells can be weakly PV-immunopositive (Losonczy et al., 2002; Varga et al., 2012; Katona et al., 2014), PV levels are uni-

versally significantly lower in OLM cells than in PVBC, AAC, or BiC (Pelkey et al., 2017; Winterer et al., 2019). Thus, cells with barely

detectable levels of PV immunoreactivity were considered PV-immunonegative. Although studies in rats have shownOLM cells to be

immunonegative for NPY (Katona et al., 2014), a more recent study of anatomically identified OLM cells in mice has shown a signif-

icant fraction of them to be NPY-immunopositive (Winterer et al., 2019). In addition, some long-range projecting SOM-immunopos-

itive cells have been shown to be NPY-immunopositive (Jinno et al., 2007). Thus, the presence or absence of NPY immunopositivity
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was not used as a criterion for this category, and this category includes both NPY-immunopositive and NPY-immunonegative cells.

Although more than half of cells within this category were SATB1-immunopositive, SATB1 immunoreactivity was not used as a

criteria for this category and it includes some SATB1-immunonegative cells.

Cholecystokinin-expressing cells (CCKC)

Cells in the CCKC category were immunopositive for pro-CCK, immunonegative for SOM, PV, and SATB1, and either positive or

negative for NPY (Somogyi et al., 2004; Klausberger et al., 2005; Harris et al., 2018). This category includes both CCK-expressing

basket cells and CCK-expressing dendrite-targeting cells (Vida et al., 1998; Cope et al., 2002; Pawelzik, Hughes and Thomson,

2002; Klausberger et al., 2005; Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013; Pelkey et al., 2017).

Ivy cells (IvC) and Neurogliaform cells (NGFC)

Cells in the IvC/NGFC category include both Ivy cells and neurogliaform cells (Vida et al., 1998; Zsiros and Maccaferri, 2005; Price

et al., 2005, 2008; Fuentealba et al., 2008; Tricoire et al., 2010; Capogna, 2011; Maccaferri, 2011; Armstrong, Krook-Magnuson and

Soltesz, 2012; Lapray et al., 2012; Overstreet-Wadiche and McBain, 2015; Pelkey et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2018), and these cells

were always NPY-immunopositive and immunonegative for CCK, SOM, and PV, while they could be either immunopositive or immu-

nonegative for SATB1. Although long-range projecting interneurons have recently been identified that share these molecular

characteristics (ChristensonWick et al., 2019), the number of these cells is low compared to estimated numbers of Ivy cells and neu-

rogliaform cells (Fuentealba et al., 2008; Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013). For this reason, we refer to this category as IvC/NGFC.

Type I interneuron-specific interneurons (ISI1)

ISI1 cells were identified as CR-immunopositive and VIP-immunonegative (Gulyás et al., 1996; Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013; Pelkey

et al., 2017). These cells were identified in VGAT-Cre mice.

Type II interneuron-specific interneurons (ISI2)

ISI2 were always VIP-immunopositive and immunonegative for CCK, CR, M2R (Acsády et al., 1996a, 1996b). We also restricted our

definition of ISI2 cells to those located in SR or the SR-SLM border (Acsády et al., 1996a, 1996b). Because we did not stain for CCK,

VIP, and M2R simultaneously in VGAT-Cremice (see Immunohistochemistry section above), cells matching those criteria could only

be identified in VIP-Cre mice and are analyzed in Figure 7.

Type III interneuron-specific interneurons (ISI3)

ISI3 cells were classified on the basis of the co-expression of VIP and CR (Acsády et al., 1996a, 1996b; Tyan et al., 2014; Pelkey et al.,

2017; Luo et al., 2020). All such cells were immunonegative for PV, SOM, and NPY. Cells matching these criteria could be identified in

both VGAT-Cre and VIP-Cre mice.

VIP-immunopositive, CR-immunonegative cells (VIP+/CR-)

Cells within the VIP+/CR� category were immunopositive for VIP and immunonegative for CR, PV, SOM, and NPY. This category

potentially includes ISI2 cells (Acsády et al., 1996a, 1996b), VIP+ basket cells (Acsády et al., 1996a, 1996b), or long-range projecting

VIP+ interneurons (Francavilla et al., 2018). In VGAT-Cremice, our staining strategies (see Immunohistochemistry section above) did

not allow us to further separate these subpopulations, so we left them classified by their immunolabel, VIP+/CR-.

VIP-immunopositive, CCK-immunopositive cells (VIP+/CCK+)

VIP/CCK cells were CCK+, CR-, and M2R-. This population represents perisomatic-targeting basket cells (Acsády et al.,

1996a, 1996b).

VIP-immunopositive, M2R-immunopositive cells (VIP+/M2R+)

VIP/M2R cells were immunonegative for CCK and CR, and immunopositive for M2R. These cells represent a long-range projecting

VIP-expressing subtype (Francavilla et al., 2018).

Parvalbumin-immunopositive cells (PV+): in Figure S6 and Figures 7H and 7I

In mice where staining strategy 3 was used (see Immunohistochemistry section above), cells that were PV-immunopositive, SOM-

immunonegative, NPY-immunonegative, VIP-immunonegative, and CR-immunonegative were classified as PV+ cells. This category

includes both PVBC and AAC, but we could not distinguish between these two populations as we did not stain for SATB1 (see

Figure S1).

Unidentified cells

All cells not assigned to one of the subtypes described above were classified as unidentified.

Confocal imaging
A Nikon A1 confocal microscope was used to acquire multi-channel fluorescence images of the immunolabeled tissue sections.

405 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm laser lines were used for excitation. Each channel was acquired sequentially with a 10x

Plan Apo NA 0.45 objective (Nikon) at 1.2-1.3x Zoom. 2048x 2048 pixel images were acquired every �3 microns through the entire

depth of the tissue sections, with the pinhole size set to �1 Airy unit. Fluorescence was collected with 2 GaAsP PMTs (488 nm and

561 nm channels) and 2 multi-alkali PMTs (405 nm and 640 nm channels). The resulting 4-channel Z stacks were viewed in FIJI.

Registration of confocal images to in vivo Z stacks and identification of immunopositivity/negativity
The following steps were performed by an experimenter without the use of any automated methods: First, the confocal stacks were

rotated and translated until the cells in the green channel (GCaMP-labeled) matched the cells seen in the in vivo Z stack. Second,

each imaged cell was found in the confocal stacks, and it was evaluated for immunopositivity or immunonegativity for the tested
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molecule. For a cell to be considered positive, the fluorescence intensity inside the cell had to be significantly greater than the back-

ground intensity level. A cell was considered positive for a given marker only if clear examples of immunonegative cells could be

found on the same tissue section. Similarly, a cell was considered negative for a given marker only if clear examples of immunopos-

itive cells could be found on the same tissue section. In the case of ambiguous immunolabeling, cells were discarded and not group-

ed into a subtype for further analysis. In experiments in which PV and SATB1 immunoreactivity were assessed together, all cells that

were initially identified as axo-axonic cells (PV+, SATB1-) were imaged again under the confocal microscope at Nyquist resolution to

confirm the absence of detectable SATB1 immunoreactivity. Overall, all efforts were made to use the most stringent criteria for cell

classification prior to analysis.

Pre-processing of Ca2+ imaging data
The raw movies containing each cell were motion corrected independently using a whole-frame cross-correlation algorithm, as imple-

mented in the SIMA software (Kaifosh et al., 2014). The time-average of each imaged cell wasmanually inspected and a ROI was hand-

drawn over each cell. Fluorescencewas extracted fromeachROI using the FISSA software (Keemink et al., 2018) package to correct for

neuropil contamination. For each resulting raw fluorescence trace, a baseline F was calculated by taking the 1st percentile in a rolling

window of 30 s and a DF/F trace was calculated. The DF/F trace for each cell was smoothed using an exponential filter and all further

analysis was performed on the resultingDF/F traces. In Figures 7D and 7E, a static baseline calculated as the 1st percentile of the whole

trace was used instead of an adaptive baseline. This way, we could examine small fluctuations during immobility epochs that would

otherwise be suppressed by an adaptive baseline. All further analysis was implemented in Python 2.7 and is detailed below.

Cross-correlation between each cell’s GCaMP Ca2+ activity and velocity
To calculate the correlation between each cell’s activity and the animal’s velocity, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calcu-

lated between each cell’s DF/F trace and the smoothed velocity trace by shifting each cell’s fluorescence trace one frame at a

time within a �5 s (activity lagging velocity) to +5 s (activity leading velocity) interval. The maximum of the absolute value of all cor-

relation coefficients within this interval was taken as the correlation coefficient for the cell, and the shift at which it occurred was taken

as the lag. As most cells were cross-registered across many imaging experiments, the correlation coefficients and lags for each cell

were averaged across all sessions in which the cell was imaged.

Responses to run-start and run-stop events
Run-start and run-stop events were identified in the imaging data as frames during which the animal’s velocity increased above

0.2 cm/s (run-start event) or decreased below 0.2 cm/s (run-stop event). In addition, each run-start/run-stop event had to be sepa-

rated from the previous run-start/run-stop event by at least several seconds to be considered as a separate event. For each event, the

mean of the pre-event DF/F was subtracted from the mean of the post-event DF/F in a �3 s to +3 s window to calculate a response

magnitude. For each cell, the run-start and run-stop responses were averaged over all run-start and run-stop events in the given im-

aging experiment. If a cell was imaged acrossmore than one imaging experiment, the average run-start and run-stop responses from

each experiment were averaged over all experiments.

Spatial tuning curve
To calculate a spatial tuning curve for each imaged cell in a given experiment, the 2 m treadmill was divided into 100 2cm-long bins.

For each bin, we calculated the average DF/F from frames where the animal was in locomotion (velocity > 5cm/s) and smoothed the

resulting trace with a Gaussian kernel (s = 3 bins) to obtain the spatial tuning curve

Spatial tuning analysis
To determine whether a cell was spatially tuned during an imaging session, we generated 1000 shuffled tuning curves by circularly

rotating position in relation to DF/F tuning curves (restricted to frames during locomotion). A cell was detected spatially selective if it

had 10 consecutive bins (20cm) exceeding the 95th percentile of the shuffle distribution (or lower than the 5th percentile for negative

fields) and a peak firing in the field exceeding 100% DF/F (no threshold for negative fields). Recurrence probability was calculated as

the number of times a cell was detected spatially modulated over the number of times it was imaged. Selectivity index was calculated

as previously described (Acharya et al., 2016) by computing the spatial sparsity of the rate map given N bins with rn the rate in the nth

bin as:

S = 1� 1

N

ðSrnÞ2
S
�
r2n
�

Position decoding
We used a linear classifier (support vector machine, SVM) to decode the animal’s position from interneuron / pyramidal cell popu-

lation activity using the spatial tuning curves. For cross-validation, a spatial tuning curve was generated for each lap and we trained

the classifier on (n-1) laps and then tested on the held-out lap. The testing lap was then rotated to cover all the n laps of the session.
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Stability analysis
Stability analysis was performed by correlating (Pearson’s R) the spatial tuning curves of the same cells at different time points. For

the within-session comparison, each session was first divided between odd and even laps, and stability was calculated as the cor-

relation between the average tuning curve for each split.

Context remapping analysis
In the context remapping analysis, we correlated the tuning curves in two different belts (A1, A2 and B). To avoid aligning arbitrarily the

two belts, we iteratively rotated the tuning curves in B to maximize the population’s average correlation coefficient for each mouse

independently, which resulted in reporting the highest possible values.

To analyze the change in activity upon exposure to a new belt, we averaged the DF/F values (restricted to frames during locomo-

tion) in each lap and compared values from the 10 last laps of A2 (just preceding the change of belt) to the 15 first laps of B.

Context decoding
Weused a linear classifier (support vectormachine, SVM) to decode the context identity based on interneuron population activity. For

cross-validation, a spatial tuning curve was generated for each lap and we trained the classifier on blocks of n randomly-chosen laps

in the session (20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the laps used for training and the rest for testing). This training/testing procedure was

repeated 100 times.

GOL analysis
We quantified the change in activity for each cell near the reward zone by defining a reward modulation index (RMI) to normalize ac-

tivity amplitudes across different IN subtypes. RMI is defined as the difference of the average activity preceding the reward zone

(10cm) and the average activity in the rest of the belt, divided by the sum of the two. To quantify the representation of the old reward

zone by different subtypes without being affected by the activity in the current zone, we calculated a reward zone entry value as the

difference in activity between 10cm after the start of the old zone and 10cm before it (based on the spatial tuning curves).

Multivariate ridge regression
To more explicitly dissociate the effects of the various behavioral variables on each cell’s activity during the GOL task, we developed

amultivariate linear regression model to predict each cell’s spatial tuning curve (the average DF/F value in each position bin) from the

following behavioral variables: 1) the animal’s velocity, 2) licking, and 3) position. The position variable was itself divided into 5 pre-

dictors, corresponding to 5 zones of the treadmill. The model utilized Ridge regression to minimize the effects of potential relation-

ships between the independent variables. The fit values are reported in Figure S7, as well as the coefficients for the predictors for

each subtype, and the relationship between predictors and fit quality.

Ripple modulation probability
We used two measures of activity during sharp-wave ripple (SWR) events. The average response was defined as the averaged dif-

ference in activity in a 400ms window centered around each SWR onset. The first 200ms (left side of the window) serves as the base-

line and the baseline is subtracted from the average value in the 200ms on the right side of the window. Here, the baseline is sub-

tracted in case multiple ripples occur successively and that the GCaMP signal is on the descending phase, which could have

potential confounds on the fluorescence values. Therefore, only 200ms is used to compute a modulation value and not the full

400ms. This analysis is similar to a PSTH, but it is not displayed as an average trace for each subtype. This is because the neurons

belonging to a given subtype can have different response traces for each ripple event, largely dependent on the number of spikes

fired. The traces do not bring useful quantitative information, and so instead, we represented each cell by a single point, whereby

the heterogeneity within each subtype can be better appreciated. It is also important to remember that the ripples detected contral-

aterally can have a small but consequent time jitter with the activity seen in the ipsilateral side, whichmay further degrade the ability to

nicely visualize average responses. This analysis can be seen in Figure S4.

In the second analysis (in Figure 3), we reasoned that limitations in calcium sensitivity, baseline levels and ripple amplitude can in-

fluence the response activity seen in different subtypes. To circumvent those limitations, we developed a measure of modulation to

evaluate whether a cell had an increased activity during a SWR event statistically higher than its baseline fluctuation during immobility.

To do so, we computed for each cell a shuffle distribution that consisted of 1000 values. Each value was the average of N randomly

chosen DF/F points during immobility (N corresponds to the number of SWRs detected in the session). Then, for each SWR, if the dif-

ference in activity in a 400mswindow centered around the onset was greater than the 95th percentile of the shuffle distribution, the cell

was modulated during this event. The modulation probability reports the percentage of SWRs leading to an increase above baseline.

Bayesian Gaussian mixture model
To separate and cluster groups of cells in a given subtype that aremodulated during SWR events, we used a Bayesian estimation of a

Gaussian model where the number of groups is directly inferred from the data, removing any arbitrary threshold in modulation prob-

ability values. The prior for the weight distributions was taken from a finite mixture model, and the weights were initialized using

k-means.
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Type III ISI transient detection
Activity in Type III ISIs showed calcium transients akin to pyramidal cells. We detected the onset of each transient by finding peaks in

the Z-score traceswith a threshold of 0.3 sigma, and aminimum value of 15 frames (�2 s) for minimal horizontal distance, with smaller

transients being discarded first until the condition is fulfilled.

Interneuron dynamics during immobility epochs
To compare the dynamics of VIP+/CCK+ and VIP+/M2R+ interneurons during immobility epochs, immobility intervals were first iden-

tified during each imaging session as periods when the velocity remained below 0.2 cm/s for at least 15-20 s. Immobility intervals

within a given imaging experiment were normalized by upsampling each interval to the length of the longest interval. The base-

line-corrected fluorescence (DF/F, with static baseline F0, see above) of each cell was divided into 1,000 bins within each normalized

immobility interval and averaged over all immobility intervals within the imaging session to generate an average immobility response.

If a given cell was imaged inmore than one experiment, its immobility tracewas averaged over all experiments inwhich it was imaged.

Interactions between different interneuron subtypes
To analyze the activity relationships between simultaneously recorded interneurons, the pairwise correlation coefficient (Pearson’s R)

was calculated between each pair of simultaneously imaged cells.

Machine learning analysis
To assess whether the six IN subtypes described in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 can be discriminated based on their activity profiles

during behavior and/or anatomical features, we employed a machine learning approach. Specifically, we developed a Deep Neural

Network (DNN) and tested its discrimination performance on various tasks:

d a 4-class problem consisting of PV-expressing, perisomatic-targeting INs (PVBCs and AACs), SOM-expressing, dendrite-tar-

geting INs (SomCs and BiCs), CCK-expressing (CCKCs) and NPY-expressing INs (IvCs/NGFCs) (Figure S3)

d a 6-class problem consisting of all IN subtypes identified in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (PVBC, AAC, SomC, BiC, CCKC, and IvC/

NGFC) (Figure S3)

Data Preprocessing
We used three types of features to predict the subtype identity of each imaged IN: 1) the cell’s DF/F signal, 2) the velocity of the an-

imal, and 3) the z position of the imaged cell within CA1 (Figures 1E and 1F). Each one of these features was added incrementally to

the network in order to assess its relative contribution to the decoding performance.

Each cell’s DF/F signal and the velocity signal (which is the same for all cells within the same imaging session) change over time,

while the z position is a single variable for each cell. We considered the DF/F and velocity signals during individual laps, defined by

respective run-start and run-stop signals measured at the onset and finish of each lap. To normalize the number of measurements

within each lap, we resampled the DF/F and velocity signals to include 100 measurements for each lap by applying a cubic interpo-

lation to the data. The alignment process is graphically shown in Figure S3A. The z position of the cell was converted to a 100-element

vector by simply repeating the value 100 times.

This process resulted in three types of input features for each cell that were used incrementally as inputs to the DNN (namely DF/F

signal alone, DF/F signal plus velocity, and DF/F signal plus velocity plus z position). Specifically, a DF/F lap is a single vector of 100

elements that contains the cell’s interpolated DF/F signal between a run-start and run-stop event. Accordingly, a DF/F-velocity lap

consists of two vectors, the DF/F signal and the velocity signal of a lap. A calcium-velocity-z-position lap includes the DF/F and ve-

locity vectors plus an additional vector with the z-position of the cell.

DNN architectures
We employed a Convolutional Neural Network architecture previously shown to achieve high accuracy in a cell-type classification

task (Troullinou et al., 2019). We first built a 1-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN) architecture and used DF/F sig-

nals as the only input feature. The network architecture consisted of a 1-Dimensional Convolutional layer consisting of 256 filters with

a kernel of size 3 followed by a ReLu activation function. This layer is followed by a Batch Normalization layer. Then, the model is built

up with the following pattern: a 1-Dimensional Convolutional layer- a Batch Normalization layer-1-Dimensional Max-Pooling layer.

This pattern is repeated 3 times. In each pattern each convolutional layer consists of 128, 64 and 32 filters respectively, with a kernel

of size 3, followed by a ReLU activation function. All max-pooling layers have a kernel of size 3 and stride is defined to 2. All these

layers are followed by a dropout layer, where individual nodes of a specific layer are kept with probability p = 0.5. At the end of the

architecture we used a fully connected layer, which has as many nodes as the number of classes and represents the activation maps

of high-level features determining which features most correlate to a particular class. As a final classification step, we used the soft-

max activation function, which assigns decimal probabilities to each class in amulti-class problem. The optimizer that is used in order

to train our model is the Adam gradient-descent based algorithm with learning rate 0.001, and the loss we used for this multi-class

problem is the categorical cross entropy.
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Similarly, when using the combined DF/F-velocity laps as input features for each cell, we built a 2-Dimensional Convolutional Neu-

ral Network (2D-CNN) architecture. The general architecture of the 2D-CNN model is the same as that of the 1D-CNN model with

some modifications. 1-Dimensional Convolutional and Max-Pooling layers are replaced with 2-Dimensional Convolutional and

Max-Pooling layers, respectively. Moreover, the kernel of the first convolutional layer is of size [2,3], so that both of our features

(DF/F and velocity) are convolved with the filter. For the rest of the convolutional layers we used a kernel of size [1,3] and retained

the same dimensions for the input and output channels of each layer. This serves implementation purposes, given that each example

is now 2-dimensional.

To account for all three input features of our cells, we used the 2D-CNN architecture with the addition of the z position. The kernel of

the first convolutional layer is of size [3,3], so that the kernel is also convolvedwith the z position information. As previously, for the rest

of the convolutional layers we used a kernel of size [1,3] and retained the same dimensions for the input and output channels of

each layer.

The Deep Learning models that were used in our analysis were implemented with the help of Tensorflow and Keras open-source

libraries written in Python. Both TensorFlow and Keras can run calculations on GPU, dramatically decreasing the computational time

of the network’s training. For these experiments we used Python 3.7.3TM, Tensorflow version 2.1, Keras version 2.3.1 and NVIDIAs

GPU model, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, running on a Linux CentOS 7 operating system.

Prediction analysis
The dataset consists of representative examples from each cell class. As the number of cell examples is very different for the 6 clas-

ses, we have adopted different ways of splitting the data. For each task, we used a fixed number of test examples for all classes to

ensure fair comparison. The training set was constrained by the number of examples in the smallest cell class. We thus used a semi-

balanced approach, whereby larger categories were augmented by additional samples on a case-by-case basis (reported separately

for each figure). In all cases, 10% of the training set is used for validation and based on its performance progress in every epoch, we

select the best model to be the one with the highest validation accuracy. We have also applied an early stopping criterion, so that if

there is no improvement for 200 consecutive epochs the algorithm stops. In order to evaluate the performance of our models, we

apply 10 random train-test splits and report the mean prediction accuracy for different combinations of input features as well as

the confusion matrices for better visibility of misclassified samples.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses
Statistical details of comparisons are specified in either the main text or figure legends. No statistical methods were used to prede-

termine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are similar to those reported in previous publications. Boxplots represent median and

interquartile range (IQR) while whiskers extend to cover the distribution without outliers (defined as points above 1.5 IQR below or

above the box edges). Bar plots represent mean and s.e.m. Between-subtype comparisons were tested using a one-way ANOVA

followed by a Tukey’s range test with correction for multiple testing if appropriate. For comparisons between two populations, a

paired sample or unpaired t test was applied if the data points followed a normal distribution (confirmed using the Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov test). To analyze data that was not normally distributed, theMann-Whitney U test was used. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.001.

Data analysis and figures were done using custom made software in Python 2.7.15TM.
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